DICOMPASS

CLOUD
Cloud PACS & Zero footprint HTML5
DICOM Web viewer
The fastest and the most simple and the most cost - effective
solution for DICOM data storage and viewing.
All data is archived in DICOM format in the cloud-based archive Microsoft Azure
certiﬁed for healthcare. It is safe and well suitable for daily routine
as well as for long-term archiving.
Dicompass CLOUD communicates with all common standards, such
as DICOM, HL7 and XDS. In case of need we are also able to connect other
interfaces on request.

OUTSTANDING FREEDOM
You can easily access and exchange your data worldwide using
cloud services. You can feel an oustanding independence using our
Dicompass CLOUD solution. It is not just about the exchanging of
DICOM data. Thanks to built-in tools you can easily do on-line
consultation, second opinion request or on-line presentation.

FREEDOM OF DATA ACCESS
Dicompass CLOUD provides connection of all digital modalities into
cloud storage system. Data from the modalities are transferred
easily in DICOM format over software cloud connector running on
common PC or using specialized hardware box solution. You are
also able to upload easily to cloud PACS images from other sources
[CD, memory cards, USB sticks etc.].

FREEDOM OF MODALITY CONNECTION
Using cloud services you can pay only for what you really need. You
can leave costs for hardware maintainance, IT staff and software
upgrades behind.
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DICOMPASS GATEWAY IS CERTIFIED
AS A CLASS II.B MEDICAL DEVICE

DICOMPASS

GATEWAY
WEBVIEWER & PACS ARCHIVE
Dicompass Gateway is new modern all-you-need system which
covers requests for archiving, sharing, distributing and viewing
image data in DICOM format.
Its completely revolutionary feature is the integration of the PACS archive,
DICOM web viewer and other products into one environment. Dicompass
Gateway is certiﬁed as a class II.b medical device.

Stable
Reliable
Safe
Scalable
Modules

DICOMPASS GATEWAY

Integration

WEBVIEWER

Prefetch

A cross-platform DICOM web viewer supporting
installation-free and traceless technology.

No installation needed

DICOMPASS GATEWAY

ARCHIVE

Central user management
Fully customizable environment

More information

Online consultation tools

Enables image data storage
and distribution supporting
most of SOP classes.

DICOMPASS

CAMERA
Snap it into DICOM!

iOS & Android version available

More information

Take a picture with your phone, tablet or camera with Android or iOS right to the
DICOM format and send it online to Cloud PACS or any other PACS.
Dicompass Camera is a great tool for everyone who needs to follow up any visual
patient information e.g. skin ﬁndings in dermatology, decubitus healing in nurse
care, pre and post records in the plastic surgery, microscope image or macro image
in pathology and posture images in rehabilitation and etc.

